Horizontal localization and speech intelligibility with bilateral and unilateral hearing aid amplification.
Speech intelligibility and horizontal localization of 19 subjects with mild-to-moderate hearing loss were studied in order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of bilateral and unilateral hearing aid (HA) fittings. Eight loudspeakers were arranged in a circular array covering the horizontal plane around the subjects. Speech signals of a sentence test were delivered by one, randomly chosen, loudspeaker. At the same time, the other seven loudspeakers emitted noise with the same long-term average spectrum as the speech signals. The subjects were asked to repeat the speech signal and to point out the corresponding loudspeaker. Speech intelligibility was significantly improved by HAs, bilateral amplification being superior to unilateral. Horizontal localization could not be improved by HA amplification. However, bilateral HAs preserved the subjects' horizontal localization, whereas unilateral amplification decreased their horizontal localization abilities. Front-back confusions were common in the horizontal localization test. The results indicate that bilateral HA amplification has advantages compared with unilateral amplification.